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On the one hand European countries talk the humani-
tarian and cosmopolitan politics of inclusion of ethnic 
minorities with a battery of integration policies, on the 
other hand these same societies practice the policies 
and practices of exclusion. In this special issue we ad-
dress this disjuncture and what we refer to as the Eu-
ropean moral dilemma, in much the same way that 
Gunnar Myrdahl, in his influential study from 1944—The 
American Dilemma—pointed out that the oppression 
of Black people living in the US was at odds with the 
country’s moral grounds, its founding creed that all 
men are created equal and are endowed “with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty 
and the pursuit of Happiness” (Declaration of Inde-
pendence). This special issue does not only include arti-
cles from European contexts, however the majority are 
analyses of European ethnic minority policies and prac-
tices. Nonetheless, all of the articles address in differ-
ent ways how the rhetoric of inclusion is all too often 
at odds with the practices and policies of exclusion and 
control. In focus is what we call the policing of ethnici-
ty, that is, the governance of inclusion and exclusion 
along ethnic lines.  
Policing in its broadest sense will be defined as all 
of those activities involved in the provision of security 
and/or the maintenance of the social-economic order. 
While public police authorities and other state institu-
tions with constabulary powers remain the focal for 
this type of social control, policing by the state has 
been joined by a multitude of policing providers locally, 
nationally and transnationally. During the last thirty 
years we have experienced a dramatic transformation 
in policing resulting in what Loader (2000) and Jones 
and Newburn (2006) have called “plural policing”, or 
what Crawford (1997), among others, has called the 
“extended police family”, or what Bayley and Shearing 
(2001) have called “multilateralization”.  We are now 
confronted with the recognized reality of a wide diver-
sity of agencies and agents, both networked and frag-
mented that together are responsible for the delivery 
of policing and security services and technologies. ‘Po-
licing’ is now both authorized (by economic interests, 
both legal and illegal; residential communities; cultural 
communities; individuals; and governments); and de-
livered by diverse networks of commercial bodies, vol-
untary and community groups, individual citizens, na-
tional and local governmental regulatory agencies, as 
well as the public police. This network of policing agen-
cies and agents extends beyond the direct provision 
and supervision of policing by the state, to include po-
licing forms secured through government; to the rapid 
expansion of the private security industry providing po-
licing beyond government; to transnational policing ar-
rangements unfolding above government; to citizen in-
itiatives in policing activities and corporate forms of 
self-regulation below government. The special issue in-
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cludes articles, which address the plethora of policing 
instances. How is ethnicity impacting the new multiple 
modes of policing and what are their consequences for 
the everyday lives of ethnic minorities today? 
Policing ethnicity within the nation-state is engaged 
with securing the borders of segregated urban (and 
even rural) landscapes. Within the nation-state there is 
a high degree of ethnic coding of spatial borders be-
tween urban areas perceived as more or less secure 
and those areas, the socio-economic marginalized 
housing estates with a high ethnic minority density of-
ten (often but not always, see Wästerfors and Burcar, 
this issue) surrounding urban centres, where the threat 
of crime and the prospect of meeting violence is per-
ceived as high. The movements of ethnic minorities 
within these ‘high risk’ areas, as well as the movements 
of ethnic minorities beyond these internal borders, are 
policed by a plethora of agencies and agents involved 
in the provision of security and/or the maintenance of 
the ethnicized social-economic order—of controlling a 
‘suspect population’. 
The articles in this special issue interrogate in dif-
ferent ways policing as the patterns of social control, or 
governance of inclusion and exclusion, along the dy-
namic and interrelated dimensions of ethnicity, class 
and gender. Questions posed are: How is the provision 
of (physical) security by the new multiple modes of po-
licing constructing a topography of ‘insiders’ who enjoy 
the benefits of policing and ‘outsiders’ who bear the 
burdens? Who and in what ways are some consigned 
to the ‘outside’ and others are invited ‘inside’? How 
and in what ways are countries policing their borders, 
both internal and external?  
The issue focuses on how ethnicity is policed, the 
instruments that governments use to govern the con-
duct of ethnic minorities, their ways of life and the ex-
perience of their identities. While ethnicity—a status as 
immigrant or asylum seeker—is a powerful trope for 
social sorting and the policing efforts of exclusion, pov-
erty and gender are enduring criteria for social sorting. 
Ethnicity, class, and gender come together in new ways 
to define people as flawed producers or consumers, “so-
cial pollutants” (Urry, 1995), and therefore targets for 
exclusion from, and control within, the new social and 
economic order (cf. Bosworth, Bowling, & Lee, 2008). 
Following Foucault’s line of thinking, modern socie-
ties are adapting normalizing disciplinary strategies, 
moving from more punitive forms of institutional disci-
pline to ‘softer’, incentive-based forms. Furthermore, 
the ‘problem’ of exclusion is individualized, as are inte-
gration policies aimed at including ethnic minorities in 
social, political and working life individualized. Erika 
Gubrium and Ariana Guilherme Fernandes explore po-
licing as a disciplinary means for governing ethnic mi-
nority welfare recipients towards a desired behaviour. 
Presuming cultural marginality and passivity, particu-
larly among female immigrants and refugees arriving 
from countries other than from Europe, North America 
or Australia, they have found that the so-called activa-
tion programmes they have analysed are designed to 
steer women into the labour market and away from 
the home. While these authors focus the ‘deserving citi-
zen’ where the assessment of deservingness is strongly 
based on work ability, Nicolas Van Puymbroeck, Paul 
Blondeel and Robin Vandevoordt focus the ‘good citi-
zen’. They interrogate the tension between the city of 
Antwerp’s ostensibly universal rhetoric of inclusion with 
its slogan ‘Antwerp belongs to everyone’ and its exclu-
sionary policies targeting ethnic minorities whose behav-
iour fails to comply with the municipality’s conception of 
what the ‘normal’ conduct of its inhabitants ought to 
be—the ethnicized standard of the ‘good citizen’. 
The theme of the ‘good citizen’ also rears its head 
in European debates on Muslim women bearing veils. 
Analysing parliamentary debates over the headscarf in 
France, Germany and the Netherlands Doutje Lettinga 
and Sawitri Saharso found that historically entrenched 
citizenship models did indeed help to frame how each 
of the countries perceived the social inclusion of Islam-
ic women, which has led to different regulations for 
bearing the headscarf. However, they point out that 
these models are not static and should rather be regard-
ed as schemas that help frame the discursive battles 
over citizenship in processes of policy formation. Fur-
thermore, they could detect a certain convergence in all 
of the three countries in which the framing of head-
scarves as a symbol of gender inequality and oppression 
gained strength when polarization around Islam in-
creased and xenophobic populist voices emerged. 
Thomas Friis Sørgaard in his article has also studied 
the urban rejuvenation and ‘branding’ projects of mu-
nicipal governments, calling into question the univer-
salist cosmopolitan rhetoric of inclusion with the reality 
of neoliberal and market-driven forms of ethnic gov-
ernance that through the practices of private security 
doormen or ‘bouncers’ effectively exclude ethnic mi-
nority young men deemed as ‘gangstas’ and working 
class and under class ethnic Danish men from the 
nightlife economy in the Danish city of Aarhus. His case 
study of bouncers’ administration of nightlife accessi-
bility sheds light on the ongoing ethnicized processes 
of inclusion and exclusion in the so-called and highly 
touted ‘cosmopolitan’ city. Bouncers are examples of 
policing actors patrolling the micro-boundaries of ur-
ban life’s micro-spaces (Franzén, 2001). 
How are the micro-boundaries of these micro-
spaces policed? An ubiquitous thread running through 
the practices of policing agents keen on anticipating 
‘trouble’ is racial profiling, or what is more often re-
ferred to in European contexts as ethnic profiling. Ra-
cial or ethnic profiling is more or less tacitly regarded 
by policing practitioners (and many academics alike) as 
an indispensible and effective tool for their crime find-
ing and crime fighting efforts. Trevor George Gardner 
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critically engages with the literature (pro and con) on 
racial profiling focussing on the social construction of 
race in the context of racial profiling. Meanings are at-
tached to racial classifications through rhetoric, policy, 
explicit and implicit symbolism and role-play. He argues 
that “when police engage in racial profiling race and 
criminality take shape as co-constituted social con-
structs that inform a sense of racial hierarchy”—in the 
minds of the profiler, the profiled, and the society at 
large. Hence, racial profiling is not an innocuous tool in 
the hands of crime-fighters, rather racial profiling un-
derpins society’s constructions of ‘suspect populations’, 
making possible pervasive forms of collective exclusion. 
Anne Rienke van Ewijk compares what she calls the 
’diversity discourses’ in two police authorities, the one 
in Catalonia and the other in the Netherlands, high-
lighting similarities and differences is their definitions 
of diversity and motives for diversity policies. Cecilia 
Löfstrand Hansen and Sara Uhnoo analyse ‘diversity 
policing’, i.e. the promotion of ethnic diversity in the 
police actors’ workforces, and ‘policing diversity’, i.e. 
how the policing of ethnic diversity is performed on the 
ground by two policing actors—on the one hand the 
municipal police authority and one the other, a private 
security company. The authors found markedly similar 
discourses and practices at play within both public and 
private policing actors. While the official discourses in 
both contexts emphasized diversity policing with an 
ethnic diverse workforce as a socially responsible re-
cruitment strategy and as a valuable resource for the 
effective execution of their policing tasks and the legit-
imacy of their actions, a more unofficial discourse on 
ethnicity using ethnicized stereotypes of the ‘criminal 
other’ highly influenced their day-to-day work—policing 
diversity. In both contexts diversity policing, what was 
perceived unofficially as strategically necessary for 
their effectiveness, underpinned the stereotypical po-
licing diversity at the street level, which in turn perpet-
uated the stereotype of the criminal ‘foreign’ other. 
Much like in Löfstrand Hansen’s and Uhnoo’s study, 
David Wästerfors and Veronica Burcar, in their study of 
safety work by municipally employed safety ‘wanderers’ 
in the ‘troubled centre’ of a small Swedish city, found 
that ethnic minorities were both the target of their safe-
ty work and at the same time a resource for carrying out 
their safety function—all of the eight ‘blue jackets’ safe-
ty workers were young people with ethnic minority 
backgrounds. As one of the blue jackets explained the 
situation, ‘immigrants were selected to control other 
immigrants’. The authors’ sensitive ethnographic field-
work uncovered the subtle ways that ethnicities and 
ethnic hierarchies are produced and reproduced in ‘soft’ 
policing—reinforcing the image of norm violation as typ-
ically ‘un-Swedish’ and threats to public order as ema-
nating from the ethnic minority ‘others’. 
Tove Pettersson turns our attention to a core polic-
ing actor—the police authorities, and their interactions 
with ethnic minority young men in socio-economic mar-
ginalized areas in metropolitan Stockholm. Departing 
from a procedural justice perspective, Pettersson con-
curs with previous research that ethnic minority youth 
often express complaints, which are to a large extent 
about unfair treatment. However, she also concluded 
that the young people are at the same time often willing 
to take the time and effort to give voice to their discon-
tent with the police. Furthermore, met with respect and 
understanding by police officers, these encounters pro-
vide the police authorities opportunities to enhance co-
operation with ethnic minority youth and thereby con-
duct their policing mandate more effectively. 
Policing ethnicity is a question of controlling spatial 
borders against the perceived threats posed by ethnic 
minorities to stability, order and social cohesion (Gar-
ner, 2007). Policing ethnicity at the nation-state’s bor-
ders, what Weber and Bowling (2008) call “policing mi-
gration”, is a transnational issue, where the flows of 
people—immigrants and asylum-seekers—are con-
structed as a security question. Within the European 
Union migration has been increasingly presented as a 
danger to public order, cultural identity, and domestic 
and labour market stability; in short, according to 
Huysmans (2000), migration has been securitized. 
Within the EU Bigo (1994) has argued that by making 
border control a security problematique between EU 
member-states, and to various degrees within individ-
ual nation-states, immigrants and asylum-seekers are 
per definition connected to terrorism, criminal activi-
ties, drugs and people trafficking, etc.  
Kenneth Horvath, using the case of Austria, examines 
what he claims are increasingly harsher forms of border 
policing emerging in neoliberal societal contexts corre-
sponding to what Löic Wacquant (2009) has called the 
‘neoliberal Centaur state’—liberal at the top promoting 
the mobility of socio-economic elites and punitive forced 
immobilization at the bottom, relying on detention and 
deportation of unwanted migrant labour and refugees. 
The new forms of migration regimes emerging, he ar-
gues, operate with more differentiating criteria and 
more and more polices mobility itself at its borders. 
Concluding our special issue is an under-researched 
topic—why and how cultural communities police 
themselves. Policing ethnicity, understood in its broad-
est sense as the governance of inclusion and exclusion, 
opens for an understanding as to how, paradoxically, 
ethnic minorities and ethnic minority actors can also be 
implicit in processes of ethnification and exclusion. 
Widening our geographical range from our European 
focus, Terence Christopher Moore critically engages 
with the Australian governmental policies of Aboriginal 
inclusion. He suggests that governmental policies, while 
at first blush are progressive, rest upon a singular 
bounded category and Aboriginal ideal type, which 
does not correspond with the lived realities and frac-
tured subjectivities of Aborigines living in Australia to-
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day. Cultural recognition of an Aboriginal otherness 
underpins a ceiling to social inclusion under which per-
sistent inequalities and continued socio-economic 
marginality flourish. While the state bears responsibil-
ity for the only partial inclusion of Aborigines, Aborigi-
nes themselves are also agents in their relationship 
with the wider society. Moore argues that Aboriginal 
political elites, with vested power interests in the ‘In-
digenous Sector’s’ affairs, police the performance of an 
Aboriginality that for authenticity requires exaggerated 
and mythic difference and resistance to state inclu-
sionary efforts. In this way, Aborigines’ marginality and 
victimhood are maintained. 
In this special issue we have strived to include the 
breadth of ways ethnic minorities are policed and their 
behaviour governed, thereby opening for further re-
search on the subtle ways within multileveled spaces 
that ethnic minorities are the subject of enduring pro-
cesses of control, differentiation and exclusion. The ar-
ticles all show how the liberal rhetoric of inclusion and 
equality is fundamentally at odds with the realities 
ethnic minorities are facing in society.  
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